FSR SF8-CPT-JNC1-xxx FIRE RATED POKE-THRU
(xxx = COVER FINISH: ALUMINUM / BLACK / BRASS)

FSR SF8-SPC2
MIDDLE 3-GANG AREA BRACKET
WITH SPACE FOR 2 FSR IPS PLATES

FSR SF8-SPO1
END AREA BRACKET
WITH SPACE FOR 1 FSR IPS PLATE

FSR IPS-C612S
TPS BLOCK 10
CONNECTOR PLATE

FSR SF8-SPC5
2-GANG DECORATOR
SUB-PLATE OVER
CRESTRON DM WALL PLATE

DUAL 20A PRE-WIRED AC OUTLET
SUB-PLATE INCLUDED WITH
FSR SF8-CPT-JNC1-XXX

FSR 26659 STAND-OFF WITH
(2) 43763 WASHERS PER STAND-OFF
(4 STAND-OFF'S REQUIRED)

FSR KIT 17519 INCLUDES:
(4) 26659 STAND-OFF'S
(8) 43763 WASHERS
(KIT MUST BE ORDERED SEPARATELY)

CRESTRON DM-TX-200-C-2G
DIGITAL MEDIA INTERFACE
(BY OTHERS)